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Mainly metals 

Sculpture and jewelry in show 

EUREKA — "Bronzes" by Bruno Groth and the "Best of the West Metals Exhibition" are currently on 
exhibit at the Humboldt Cultural Center on the Gazebo in Old Town. 

"Bronzes" is on display in the Main Floor Gallery. This artist's world is populated by mischievous and 
passionate people, animals and other things. His sculptures have been exhibited internationally since 
the 1930s and are permanently installed in locations across the continent. 

In the Top Floor Gallery will be "Best of the West Metals Exhibition" featuring the new works by the top 
award winners in the 1989 "Excellence of the West" regional metalsmithing competition that was 
curated by David LaPlantz. 

Featured artists will be Jorjana Holden, a bronze sculptor from Sacramento; Margaret Francis, a jeweler 
from Mill Valley; John Marcel, a jeweler from Pleasanton, and Erika Wolfe, a jeweler from Orange. 

Holden of Sacramento works in cast bronze. Her sculptures are mainly figurative in nature, sometimes 
comical, sometimes heart rending, but always evoking true human emotions. Holden studied with 
Moholy-Nagy at Bauhaus in Chicago in the 1940s and received her master's degree from California State 
University, Sacramento, in 1968. Her works are represented in public and private collections in the 
United States, England and Australia. 

Marcel of Pleasanton works mainly in brass, copper and silver creating jewelry which spans the 
dimensions of time and geography. Small sections of maps are integral to his unique jewelry pieces 
which invite the viewer to travel on a journey to places past, present and future. 

Francis of Mill Valley fabricates her intricate jewelry pieces of gold, silver, copper, brass and semi-
precious stones which are collected and cut by her husband, Bruce Alexander. Through milling, fusion, 
reticulation and patinas she creates elegant pieces filled with charms and bangles that are primitive in 
nature, though luxurious in presentation. 

Wolfe of Orange is currently an art/jewelry instructor at Canyon High School in Anaheim. Her personal 
work, geometric in nature, reflects a machine aesthetic that is rooted in industrial design, the Bauhaus 
Movement and hard-edge modern art. With silver and precious materials she creates refined pieces that 
reflect her personal aesthetic of elegance and understatement. 

An opening reception will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. Saturday. 
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